Top 10 Reasons to Choose i-Ready
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Built for the Utah Core Standards
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Software as a Service (SaaS)
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Not just aligned, our brand new content guarantees students get the most rigorous assessment and
instruction out there and that teachers are provided with the most current teaching best practices.
This includes updated reports for the new Utah Core Math standards.
i-Ready is constantly evolving and improving. The product is updated at least four times per year,
at no additional cost to users. Most recently, the program has been overhauled for Back to School
2018–2019.

A Company that Serves

At minimum, three local service and support personnel are assigned to each account, in addition to
the account’s sales representative.

Proven to Predict and Proven to Work

Third-party research proved that i-Ready predicted student performance on high stakes assessments
and improved student growth and performance. i-Ready correlated to SAGE at .85.

100% Money Back Guarantee

If you’re not completely satisfied, we will return your investment. There’s never a risk to you.

Assess Less, Know More

Streamlined and thorough assessments that provide valid and actionable data eliminate the
need for additional screeners, end-of-course assessments, duplicative and/or ineffective
intervention tools, and practice programs.

One Continuous Growth Measure for K–12

Provides the ability to track performance through a student’s entire school career.

Assessment and Instruction in One Product

Assessment results tied to instruction make a difference and provide those critical next steps,
immediately resulting in decreasing teacher lesson prep and increasing student learning time–it’s
like having a virtual teaching assistant for everyone.

Complete Suite of Assessment Options

Assess students globally and by standard. Monthly growth mini-assessments, Standards Mastery
assessments, instructional skill quizzes–all tie to real-time student, class, grade, school, and district
reporting so there can be quick and immediate course corrections and interventions.

Nationally Recognized

Winner of CODiE, District Administration Top 100, Tech & Learning Awards of Excellence and Stellar
Service, as well as many more.
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